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SUBJECT 3: Body Language I
1. OUTLINE OF THE SUBJECT
Refereeing Body Language

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBJECT
The objective in this subject is to apply the body language in refereeing as a tool for
gaining self control, have control of the game, develop concentration without effort,
be here and now easily, avoid mass confrontations, provide clear and coherent
messages and as a result of all, have better performances in the field of play.

3. OUTLINE OF THE CONTENTS

Refereeing Body Language

Introduction to
applied body
language

Refereeing
body language
analysis

Body and
concentration

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTENTS
3.1. Introduction to applied Body language
We now know some elements about Body Language studied in Subject 2. Now it is the
moment to create the basic understanding to jump from this general knowledge up to
your particular sport, performance, gesture or profession.
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In order not to be robots or machines we have to adapt these tools to your physical
power, personality, way of behaviour and thinking… and mainly to the proper context in
which you do your job.
When talking about Body Language people usually get a wrong perspective. They
usually “watch” the Body Language and “talk” about it as any journalist can make an
opinion of a sport match.
In that way it is needless to say that usually advices and opinions are not very accurate.
That is the reason that in many occasions people use Body Language as a fixed tool or a
way to interpret distance (Proxemics) between people usually forgetting the differences
between cultures, countries, sex, social condition, etc. and mainly forgetting what´s
inside the person and the context in which is acting or participating, therefore seeking for
fixed and universal solutions in the infinite perspective in which a human being is, feel
and reacts.
Here, based in 20 years of experience in many fields, we use Body Language from inside
to outside. It is related to Traditional Chinese Medicine, Osteopathy, Bioenergetics and
any in general any Energy Technique, all of them rooted in thousands of years of trial and
error, therefore, efficiency.
Please come along this subject and take a look at some photos as you read. It is a visual
rather than an intellectual subject.
As we pointed before there is a direct and unbreakable relation between breathing,
posture, thinking and feeling.
Usually we hide thoughts and feelings but we cannot hide breathing or posture. They
indeed show us how thoughts and feelings are. If we are still or moving, it does not
matter. Body talks and Breathing talks by itself. With proper experience we can, by
simply looking to a person walking, what degree of self control has in his movement, in
his posture, in his breathing, therefore in his mind.
On the other hand it is easy to see who can be concentrated, focused, and alert by the
way he sits down, walks and moves. So Body Language can give, to experts, as much
information from the inside than from the outside.
In a way and directly linked to Body Language we all play roles in life. That roles are
usually subconscious. They were learnt when we were children or sometimes at later
stages. They are related with our sex, economical condition, family, profession, status,
success, relations and so on.
That roles are kept all the time and in many ways they limit us. Some people always
have to look powerful, others are at all times angry, others hardly smile, others hardly
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touch people, others need to be speaking at all times, others show fear, joy, sadness or
anxiety.
Although that roles, related to emotions, postures, habits and breathing help us to adapt
to life, living laws are constantly changing and we need proper adaption. If we always are
serious, always laughing or always powerful, sooner or later, we fail because we cannot
adapt properly to what is going on in the present moment and what´s more, what it is
needed to be done in this precise moment.
Sports as acting, theatre or music are human manifestations and they have similar
structures to life. Sport constantly changes. Although we can feel sure in one role and
seems suitable for a precise action we easily gain tension because of our lack of adaption
to change.
In football it is easy to notice the referee deals with 22 people that play the game in
different directions: some want to score the ball in one side and the rest in the opposite.
In the middle only one person with the help of two assistants is the one in charge of the
laws of that game. Ball changes, players change and many unexpected situations can
happen.
Then the ability to adapt to change, to be flowing with the present is crucial for a top
referee.
As we pointed before our roles express also a body movement and a precise breathing.
So managing Body Language means also managing brething, posture, self control and
emotions. Body Language it is not only how you look outside!!
It is how you feel inside, how you adapt properly, how you get concentration by being in
the presence and how from that flowing and adaptability skill you show yourself out.
In the field the referee deals with the game and deals with himself. His emotions vary
from doubt to worry, from calm to shy, from nervous to firm and secure, from angry to
happy, from tension to relaxation, from focused to distracted.
Emotion originally means energy in motion. Emotions have directions in which the body
and breathing is pulled. Joy goes up and spreads, sadness goes in, fear goes down and
shakes, anxiety goes and back, anger rises with tension. They all happen in the body, in
the breathing and in the mind.
They also happen in the language because no matter what country many words related
to emotions talk about their body, the posture, the breathing and the feeling. We talk
about people with hot or cold heart, with full of empty heads, we feel it in the guts, etc.
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To manage your own Body Language you will have to find the balance between your
posture, your feeling, thinking and breathing and what´s going on outside as a relation
and interchange process.
If you only look outside, if you only think, if you only look at body posture it is much more
difficult to get self control and mastery of it.
A general overview
Now we are going to take a look at the photos and make a visual summary until we reach
field of play situations.
Because you may use hands and arms for your sport let´s see some images related to
them
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As you can see from the images a hand with spaces between fingers creates a different
visual perspective. The proper hand focuses the direction in which it signals.
Which one do you prefer?
Now take a look at the image a finger produces to you.
If you open the hand and stretch one finger it creates again a loss of clarity in the gesture.
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When you open a finger you create an upward direction.
Which one would you choose in order to move yourself to the direction the arm is
pointing?
Now compare the six next photos
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They all show different positions ot the hands but extended to the whole arm.
Hand up usually makes connection with what´s up (heaven, sky…). It also shows that our
hand is empty and our palm is free. Palm in many traditions relates to heart functions,
mainly emotional, that´s why open hand usually means subconsciously open heart.
When palm is showed lateral it has enough power to show clarity in a gesture but it is not
too authoritarian.
Compare the images of palm down…
When do you use it?
For what?
Compare also as palm down elevates the effect creates on you. At the end with palm
down positioned so high… all is below you. It is not casual that many dictators used it in
that way.

Let´s go on.
Depending on the use of elbows you can stretch or not your arms. Usually as tension,
anger and anxiety are all energies that elevate pressure and have a clear upward
direction, facing palm down towards the earth in downward movements relaxed and
balances that energy.
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If the arm is not stretched and you want to mark or signal to one direction, for instance,
to the right it is not recommended to bend the arm. Then the elbow creates downward
direction and it weakens right direction signal. Take a look.

How do you place your arms and hands in refereeing, in sport, in life?
Are you conscious about that?
Can you feel the messages of these “dead” photos?
Can you imagine the impact of any gesture in movement, in real situation?
If you were aware of your body feeling, would not you be at all times naturally
concentrated?
If you have strong and trained body language would not be easier to manage people?
Body guards, martial artists, elite sportmen and dancers are all master of Body
Language.
Can you imagine or even feel that the images and photos are directly connected to
breathing, thinking, posture and feeling?
Can you feel that the Body Language has to be felt and not studied?
What about movements from hands and fingers as these?
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Do you find them appropriate in the field of play?
In which circumstances?
Can you do it to your boss at all times that kind of gesture?
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Now try to choose an object at a distance, an object that it is in your scope right now.
Do you use the hand or the finger?
Take a look.

Pointing is so unique and precise that if used at all times people received usually as
authoritarian. If you want to feel it, while having a conversation point someone several
times and ask him how he felt.
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Now let´s take a look at the central line.
You protect you rcentral line placing the hand on it. The position of the hand can also
vary. In the photos it creates total protection as you see the hand as a surface, therefore
it creates a wall.
Look at the first three central line photos.
Can you “reach” the girl?
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Now take a look at some sports photos and see how they protect the central line.
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When the central line is not protected you feel there is nothing to worry about or simply
you protected yourself using your hands in a wrong way
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But central line opened can sometimes show arrogance.
Take a look at these photos

And a central line protected has its counter effect. It goes to you, that ´s why any
message given from central line protected has more chances to be adopted.
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Take a look at this man.

In the introduction we talked about body and emotions.
Take a look at these dancers.
Do they express fear, sadness or joy and bliss?
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Sometimes emotions go under control and they express themselves without control.
Take a look.
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On the other hand a good self control shows another face

Although it may hide many things…

Because Body Language allow us to create a clear gesture and to adapt to the outside
world by using movement, emotions, breathing, expressions we also use Body Language
to show, keep and develop concentration.
Concentration usually is linked to effort or to techniques for concentration. But although
techniques are undoubtfully useful, to those who live in the present and feel their body
as much as possible during their daily life concentration is the natural state of mind.
If you are here and now, because you live here and now and not carried by past and
future issues, you concentrate easily on anything you need without feeling fatigue for it.
It is because you love to stay here and present that you don´t have to make such a big
effort to bring your mind and body to the present.
If concentration needs all directions eyes do particular movements or show a special
figure. But usually in sport concentration regards, as always, to specific directions, with
or without the aid of peripheral vision (depending on the sport).
Take a look at the baseball players. They can only think in what they are doing.
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What about the great Ali? He is focused and has all attention towards Frazier, his
opponent.

Or look at the gun man. His gun is an extension of his concentration.

We have seen here that eyes has a strong impact. Generally speaking looking towards
persons in a relaxed way creates a balanced relation.
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What happens when you look down?
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Keeping eye contact has a strong influence.
How do you look in your refereeing?
How do you look when you mark a card?
With arrogance, with respect, with fear, with tension?
Do you look down, up, to the player or in any other direction?
When tension appears still look front, up, down?

Does the distance affects the way you feel or look?
Take a look at the fighters after the fight.
Take a look at the man with the two women
Take a look at Torres an Italian goalkeeper.
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What it is the meaning of that distance?
When do you use it?
How do you feel?
How can you create, open or close your own personal space in needed?
Are you aware of it?

Now spend some minutes thinking as you read.
What it is the proper context for refereeing?
Can a same gesture mean the same in all situations?
Do you have to act as a robot?
Can you control you r Body Language if you are never aware of it?
When you feel good, where do you feel it?
I supposse you feel it in your body.
When you feel calm, where do you feel it?
I imagine you feel a relaxation over your all body and less thoughts in your mind.
If we talk about Dancing the key words for Body Language would be joy, expression,
bliss, harmony and dexterity.
If we talk about fighting or martial arts tournament the key words for Body Language
can be power, security, braveness, courage.
If we talk about a body guard the key word would be protection, alert, awareness.
What about your job? Which is your context in refereeing?
It seems your Body Language has to express respect from and to the players and show in
yourself the applications of the Laws of the Game.
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Therefore you are also a signal to the world, media, spectators, coaches and of course
players.
How do you build respect in a posture?
How can you be a signal with your postures?
How do you feel when in a road you travel and don´t understand the messages for
arriving your home?
How do you feel if you see a policeman sleeping in the street?
How do you feel if you go to the bank for taking money and the worker puts his feet over
the table and says you come back tomorrow?
We need coherence between our messages and we need to understand and build our
own context.
If context in refereeing is respect try to think a little bit about it.
Does it mean angry, anger, sad or secure, firm and confident?
Does it mean players are your everyday friends?
Does fear helps to build respect?
Build your own respect context in your body language.
How does it feel a posture when respect is the context?
Good, bad, anxiety, laugh, fear, tension?
Or relaxed, confident, firm, calm and blissful?
There are not answers to questions. There are only suggestions, procedures, elements to
consider and ways to improve but the answer, your decision about how to place your
body, breathing and mind in the field of play is totally yours.
Let´s go next for Subject 3 – second part.
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